First floor

- Occasionaly, some works may not be in their usual place.

- Audioguide available in Catalan, Spanish, English, French, Russian, Italian and Japanese.

- WiFi Zones: Vestibule, Oval Hall, Temporary Exhibitions Rooms, Auditoriums, Library, Dome Hall, Cafeteria and Restaurant.

Modern Art 1
Modern Art 2
Numismatics

- Joan Miró and Joan Gardy Artigas Mural
- Ramon Casas and Pere Romeu on a Tandem (detail) - RAMON CASAS
- The Battle of Tetouan (detail) - MARIÀ FORTUNY
- Portrait of my Father - SALVADOR DALÍ
- Upright chair from Casa Calvet (detail) - ANTONI GAUDÍ
- Head of Montserrat Shouting - JULI GONZÁLEZ
- Woman from Granada - HERMEN ANGLADA CAMARASA
- Amparo (detail) - ISIDRE NONELL
- Portrait of the Nymph (detail) - JOAQUIM TORRES-GARCÍA
- The Temple to the Nymphs (detail) - JOAQUIM TORRES-GARCÍA
- Crush Fascism - PERE CATALÀ PIC

Audioguide in Catalan, Spanish, English, French, Russian, Italian and Japanese.

WiFi Zones: Vestibule, Oval Hall, Temporary Exhibitions Rooms, Auditoriums, Library, Dome Hall, Cafeteria and Restaurant.